










Two of the most famous commentators on the 1970s, Tom Wolfe and Christopher Lasch, appeared to agree in diagnosing a new character type for the decade, that of an individual in retreat from politics. Wolfe’s “Me Decade” and Lasch’s discussion of cultural narcissism suggest a self-obsessed withdrawal from the concerns of public life, whereas the works to be discussed here are fuelled by indignation over political malpractice and by a constructive scepticism towards official accounts of reality. The 1970s were dominated in politics by the end of the Vietnam War, the Watergate scandal and the revelations of the CIA. These provided the major reference points for fiction and non-fiction alike which explored American politics, and yet they were events which challenged the conventional forms of representation. Soon after the Watergate crisis Norman Mailer reflected that “it is painful […] to relinquish one’s hope for a narrative.”​[1]​ In varying degrees this difficulty is experienced by all writers attempting to locate meaningful connections in their material. The complex legacy of the 1960s leads them to repeatedly adopt stances in opposition to the political establishment, a general tendency which can be observed in two best-selling novels by David Morrell and James Grady.
David Morrell’s First Blood (1972) is a displaced Vietnam War novel with the action transposed on to a small south-western American town. Rambo is a traumatized Green Beret veteran, whose captivity at the hands of the North Vietnamese has been so traumatic that at times he confuses locations. Morrell’s political context was the ongoing protests against the war and he extended the scope of these protests by literally bringing the war home to America. His planning was clear and oppositional. He later recalled: “While Rambo represented the disaffected, I need someone to embody the establishment.”​[2]​ He filled this role in Teasle, his local police chief, who arrests Rambo because of his hippy-like appearance. It is in the police station that the surreal shifts between Rambo’s memory of torture and the officers’ attempts to cut his hair position the authorities as his new enemy, triggering a mounting sequence of violence. The novel is built around a hunt sequence, but its main irony lies in the fact that the hunters are the authorities and the prey one of the nation’s war heroes. Rambo’s father-figure, his training officer, enters the action with the statement “I’ve come about my boy”, but proves incapable of saving his life.​[3]​ However, this officer also dismisses a pathological reading of Rambo (“he’s as well-balanced as you or I”), thereby alerting the reader to attend instead to the novel’s political ironies.​[4]​ In his commentary on the Rambo films, Adi Wimmer draws a crucial distinction between decades before and after the 1975 armistice, arguing that “for a whole decade, the veterans of that war were something like a leprous ethnic minority. They were socio-political orphans in a society that was […] indifferent to their various war-related problems.”​[5]​ This is exactly the situation in Morrell’s novel where Rambo’s lack of a first name further isolates him from any family. His resurrection begins with the 1982 film adaptation of First Blood and extends in Rambo II (1985), a major box-office success, where Rambo is built up into a national hero, one of many symbolic compensations for the Vietnam War.
	Where Morrell takes a small town as emblem of the nation, James Grady situates the action of his 1974 novel Six Days of the Condor within the intelligence community, specifically within the CIA. Grady was working as an investigative journalist for the Washington Post columnist Jack Anderson, who had covered the Watergate drama among other stories. Together with Anderson’s revelations, Grady found inspiration for his subject in Alfred McCoy’s The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia (1972), which was one of the first exposes of the CIA’s involvement in the drug trade. This information is only released late in the novel. Suffice it for the moment to note that the novel opens with a facade – that of the American Literary Historical Society in Washington DC. The developing narrative probes deeper and deeper behind this façade until the conspiracy is finally revealed.
Grady’s protagonist is Malcolm, a young recruit led into the CIA by his interest in murder mysteries. His particular section has the following remit: “the function of the Society and of Department 17 is to keep track of all espionage and related acts recorded in literature.’​[6]​ These accounts are collated and compared with factual news items. In other words, we are reading a novel about espionage centring on an official whose job is to read and analyse novels about espionage. This meta-reference establishes a claustrophobic narrative space which runs throughout the novel. Just as Rambo is trapped within different interiors – prison camp, police cell, disused mine – the ultimate interior for Malcolm is Washington itself, the main national site of the intelligence community. The trigger to the action is the discovery by one of Malcolm’s colleagues that two cases of books are missing from a shipment the department should have received. His report to a superior – apparently of a bureaucratic glitch – is literally fatal in that he and all of the section are shot by professionals. By a lucky chance Malcolm is absent when the gunmen arrive, but then, like Rambo, he finds himself caught up in a situation beyond his control, where his enemy proves to be forces within the agency. In part he survives by taking refuge with a stranger, who acts like sceptical reader in that Malcolm gradually convinces her of the CIA’s presence in American life.
Again like Rambo, Malcolm’s interests are served by a top official known simply as the “old man,” who suspects a conspiracy. His role is part facilitator in suggesting moves to assist Malcolm, and part commentator on the intrigue. He points out the institutional double-bind that they cannot investigate the penetration of the CIA without the permission of officers who might be suspect. In short, he continues, “the moment we start looking, the opposition will know we know there’s a leak.”​[7]​ Because Malcolm is too low in the hierarchy to have access to such resources, Grady brings in a disenchanted member of the “opposition,” a special operations agent turned gunman, who finally explains to Malcolm the ramifications of the drug trade and the fact that the missing cases of books actually contained morphine
The novel’s action plays itself out as Malcolm pits his improvisatory skills against the conspirators, who can bring the resources of the agency (and a professional hit man) to play in pursuing him. Ultimately, and this was probably dictated by the thriller genre, Malcolm survives by disabling the leader of the conspiracy and shooting the “enforcer” before he can escape from America, all of which gives superficial closure to the narrative. But how many similar secrets might be uncovered? In the same year that Grady’s novel appeared, Victor Marchetti published his groundbreaking study, The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence (1974), which famously declared: “there exists in our nation today a powerful and dangerous secret cult – the cult of intelligence. Its holy men are the clandestine professionals of the Central Intelligence Agency.”​[8]​ In a preface to the novel Grady describes the agency similarly as a “an invisible creature of mythic proportion.”​[9]​
Both Morrell and Grady preserve the generic structure of the thriller but revise the oppositions within their works. At the opposite extreme of the spectrum, let us now consider a work which startlingly confirms J. David Hoeveler’s assertion that “the recurring motif in 1970s culture is the dismantling of inherited forms, descriptive norms […] instead, we have the blurring of distinctions, the mixing of forms, a discomfort with preciseness in signification and representation.”​[10]​ Robert Shea and Robert Anton Wilson’s The Illuminatus! Trilogy (1975) flamboyantly confirms this general assertion in shifting constantly between quasi-historical excerpts, sexual episodes, accounts of film-viewing, and a host of other cultural texts. The “Illuminatus” of the title functions as a catch-all label for different kinds of conspiracy and the trilogy constantly teases the reader towards drawing inferences while at the same time ridiculing the very connections proposed. The Illuminati, for instance, are put forward to explain the wave of recent assassinations in the USA, that of Kennedy being the primal case. The trilogy thus engages comically with the characteristic ways in which we make sense both of history and of fictional texts, particularly of our desire to find out what lies behind the visible. The postmodern dimension to the sequence lies in its incorporation of meta-reference. Towards the end of the first volume a character is struggling to review a book which closely resembles the trilogy itself and ends up complaining: “The authors are utterly incompetent – no sense of style or structure at all. It starts out as a detective story, switches to science-fiction, then goes off into the supernatural, and is full of the most detailed information of dozens of ghastly boring subjects.”​[11]​ This mock-accusation of disorganization is repeated at the beginning of the trilogy’s appendices with the editorial reflection that “many readers will assume that this book consists of nothing but fiction and fantasy,” a rather different charge but equally one which attempts to defuse the trilogy’s political force.​[12]​ Wilson later explained that “the mosaic of competing conspiracies in Illuminatus! is a parody of popular demonology on both Right and Left.”​[13]​ The trilogy thus does not propose a single political position so much as deploy its anarchic comedy to defamiliarize the strategies we use to construct any political hypothesis. Near the opening we are invited to imagine a ‘touring carnival’ at work, but even that analogy risks lulling the reader into the false security of a positon in an imagined audience, whereas the bizarre discontinuities in the narrative constantly reposition us in relation to new situations and new data.  Wilson explained this method as “guerrilla ontology”: “Ontology is the study of being; the guerrilla approach is to so mix the elements of each book that the reader must decide on each page "How much of this is real and how much is a put-on?” ​[14]​
	The general target for this anarchic assault on the reader is our cultural conditioning, those processes whereby we come to accept representation as normal or given. “Guerrilla” strikes an appropriately combative stance, where Wilson saw himself as a freedom fighter and one of his favourite targets is the US government. Early in the first volume he gives a parodic instance of Cold War expansionism when a coup d’etat is reported on the island of Fernando Poo. Instead of answering the President’s indignant question “where the hell is Fernando Poo?”, his officials sidetrack into a squabble over personal status.​[15]​ The President next decides to threaten a nuclear reprisal if the Russians do not leave the island immediately, the only problem being that there are no Russians there. His real anxiety, however, seems to be nearer home: “he lived daily with the dread that someday the secret tapes of all Oval Room transactions would be released to the public.”​[16]​ Though never named, the reader will have little difficulty in pinning this parody to Nixon, who shadows the first volume of the trilogy as a haunted paranoid. His portraiture here is satirical rather than a caricature and Wilson elsewhere stressed that he was “perfectly serious in describing Nixon as a man who imprinted the 1920s and continued looking at the world through a 1920s reality tunnel even into the 1970s”.​[17]​ At another point C. Gordon Liddy is juxtaposed to the drug-culture guru Timothy Leary and then caught up in a ludicrous layering of information retrieval: “ now, inside the Watergate, the Illuminati bug is unnoticed by those planting the CREEP [Campaign to Re-Elect the President] bug, although both were subsequently found by the technicians installing the BUGGER bug.”​[18]​ The passage blurs the distinction between building and psyche in comically suggesting that a disposition (possibly implanted) predates the activities of Watergate, while both are exposed through ribald disturbance. The brief undercutting of verbal decorum at the end of this sentence exemplifies the method of the whole trilogy where literally and figuratively nothing is sacred. 
Political Fiction
Through its sprawling anarchistic text, which eschews generic conventions, the Illuminatus! Trilogy warned against factitious conspiracy narratives and the novelists discussed below all turn to other genres to help articulate their political concerns. As early as 1960 Philip Roth had considered Richard Nixon a subject for parody, even a challenge to reality. He noted: “I myself found that on the TV screen, as a real public figure, a political fact, my mind balked at taking him in.”​[19]​ A decade later he wrote Nixon into Our Gang (1971), which was a sharply targeted work, “out to destroy the protective armor of ‘dignity’ that shields anyone in an office as high and powerful as the Presidency.”​[20]​ The full title of the novel, Our Gang, Starring Tricky and His Friends, establishes multiple ironies. Firstly it echoes the film series which began in 1922 and ran into the 1940s, focusing on the adventures of a group of small children. Roth thus infantilizes his characters even before they appear, renders them as “actors”, and of course also pushes his subject towards criminality. 
The first sections of the novel present transcripts of interviews which parody the repetitive patterns in Nixon’s expression and which initially take bearings from the 1968 My Lai massacre in Vietnam. Here the subject of these deaths contrasts bizarrely with Nixon’s stance as a pro-life opponent of abortion and slides into an increasingly ludicrous discussion of whether any of the female villagers were pregnant. Similarly, his struggle to establish his political credentials becomes comically reduced to physical potency. So, maintaining his motif of denial, he suggests:  “Suppose I spoke […] with the Surgeon General at my side, and he read a medical report stating that I am not now, nor have I ever been in the past, capable of performing coitus.”​[21]​ Tricky (Trick E. Dixon) displaces on to himself the famous key question of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, when Nixon was beginning his political career.​[22]​ Political guilt is given a comic physical actuality here and Tricky even offers to restore “to the office of the Presidency its dignity and prestige” by declaring himself a homosexual!​[23]​ After the two interviews, Roth gives us a national address which parodies Nixon’s 1952 Checkers speech, where he deflected charges of financial irregularity, and his 1970 address justifying the sending of troops into Cambodia. This is overlaid on Hamlet’s “Something is Rotten in the State of Denmark” speech, giving a hybrid rhetoric and constant bathos to Tricky’s performance. Once again transposition is used. For Cambodia now read Denmark, which is languishing under a Pro-Pornography government, hence Tricky’s altruistic decision to “free Elsinore from foreign domination” is not an invasion but “liberation” by brave American marines.​[24]​ As in the interviews, Roth parodies Nixon’s verbal mannerisms, the use of folksy analogies, the references to household economics (an echo of the Checkers speech), and a direct repeat of the 1970 address when he declares: “I would rather be a one-term President and take these noble, heroic measures against the state of Denmark, than be a two-term President by accepting humiliation at the hands of a tenth-rate military power.”​[25]​ The rhetoric absurdly militarizes a domestic social issue and also captures Nixon’s conflation of personal and national pride. Jay L. Halio has complained that Roth’s satire “tends to trivialize the serious and tragic events of those years,” but misses one of the main points of the satire, namely that Nixon’s rhetoric has become dangerously divorced from reality.​[26]​
	Roth uses as epigraphs to Our Gang passages from Swift on lying and false representation, and from Orwell’s famous essay “Politics and the English Language”, where he examines the use of language as a euphemistic screen for awkward political events. These passages indicate that Roth’s priority is language itself, which could be taken as the true protagonist of Our Gang. As we have seen, Roth does not draw on visual caricature but focuses instead on speech and this same emphasis continues in the penultimate section, “The Assassination of Tricky.” Roth has explained that “what’s ridiculed here is the discrepancy between official pieties and the unpleasant truth.”​[27]​ Verbal caricature continues, this time of Spiro Agnew’s tendency to use alliteration, but the main satirical target throughout this section is the complicity of the media in maintaining – or rather attempting to maintain – the dignity of the presidency. Tricky, it emerges, has been stuffed naked in a baggie, drowned and left in a Washington hospital as if he were a foetus. Reports of his death are at first denied, and then exploited since, a Republican explains, a “dead Dixon” will arouse the country more than he ever did when alive. The event shadowing this assassination is of course the killing of Kennedy, who figures as John F. Charisma, the difference being that even reporters find not just one but at least three citizens who claim to have committed the murder.
	As if his assassination were a continuing part of his presidential strategy, the newsmen attempt to elevate the country’s responses to the death. For instance, Peter Pious reporting from Los Angeles in Tricky’s home state, notes that the general reaction is to giggle, but tries to deflect it from comedy as the reaction of “small children who have been confronted with an event far beyond their emotional range of response.”​[28]​ The reverential tone persists through accounts of crowds gathering in Washington until it collapses into pure noise: “blah blah blah;” and the final eulogy stays with language in reflecting on the meaning of the term “leader,” the minister insisting that “he was a leader in the extraordinary sense of that word.”​[29]​ Yet again, a crude attempt at praise collapses into unintended irony which raises questions about Tricky’s credentials, an effect which culminates in the futile attempt to inject piety into his epithet nickname. In all these instances Roth is estranging us from the language of political decorum, constantly inviting us to realize how Tricky fails to match up to the grandiose claims of the news media. It should have become evident by now that Our Gang bears little resemblance to a conventional novel, presenting instead a series of burlesques of political addresses, interviews and news reports. The final section showing Tricky in Hell follows a method of inversion where he defends himself rhetorically against the charges of humanity and benevolence, claiming that many more colleagues were “equally devoted” to creating the “devastation and misery visited by my country upon the Vietnamese, the Laotians and the Cambodians.”​[30]​ This inverted coda finally reverses the constant claims of moral earnestness in Nixon’s rhetoric.
Our Gang of course was published before the Watergate crisis broke, but Roth had the dubious privilege of having his novel discussed later by his prime satirical target on the Watergate tapes. Shortly after publication Nixon asked H.R. Haldeman, his Chief of Staff, about the book and Haldeman rightly answered that “the thing that inspired the book was your statement on abortion” and then continued to explain the juxtaposition with William Calley and My Lai. Haldeman also noted (not unsympathetically) Roth’s play on names, but then declared: “it’s sick, you know, perverted kind of thing.”​[31]​  Bizarrely, Nixon on the tapes sounds very like his parody, assuming that Roth was being financed by the “Kennedy bunch” and speculating on how friendly columnists could turn the satire to his advantage: “How about this? Getting someone to say Richard Nixon – has been smeared all of his life, now they’re smearing him as president. They even talked about assassination. That will irritate the shit out of people.” Ironically Nixon was attempting to defuse Roth’s satire by situating it within the discourse of US party politics, perhaps an indirect testimony to the novel’s force.
In contrast with Roth’s spare political caricatures, Robert Coover’s densely detailed The Public Burning (1977), in his own words, “had begun life as a theatrical satire, using the Rosenberg executions as the centerpiece of a large historical circus, ringmastered by a demonic superhero named Uncle Sam.” ​[32]​ During composition, the Watergate crisis broke and Coover felt compelled to rewrite his novel, giving Nixon the role of main narrator, noting that “viewing the case through Nixon’s suspicious eyes [was] proving to be unexpectedly insightful.”​[33]​ As a result, Coover’s evocation of the president–to-be has an inwardness missing from the other caricatures of the 1970s. The novel describes the executions of the Rosenbergs in 1953, but on a special stage erected in Times Square, “the Crossroads of the World.”​[34]​ Coover literalizes the theatrical metaphor which is applied to the courtroom and to political campaigning. Through a complex wealth of cultural detail, he levels ironic comments against the latter system (“dishonesty is often the best policy”) and raises probing questions about the identity of the victims: “who were the real Rosenbergs behind their role-playing?”​[35]​ Coover’s Nixon prides himself on trying to enact Horatio Alger’s principles of individual self-improvement, but the novel repeatedly broadens out its ironies against the whole culture, especially in the audience’s appetite for spectacle. 
	The Public Burning offers a text which is constantly morphing into genres beyond the novel, especially into that of opera in order to dramatize the execution of the Rosenbergs – now in full view of the audience, not hidden away inside Sing Sing – as a crude blood lust no different in essence from the spectacles mounted in the Roman Empire. In his classic study, Guy Debord states: “The spectacle is not a collection of images; rather, it is a social relationship between people that is mediated by images.”​[36]​ Coover similarly foregrounds the media by moving across different genres so rapidly that the reader can scarcely keep up with the shifts in perspective. For instance, late in the novel we move through a series of comic pastiches from the Jack Benny Show, Edgar Bergen talking to his ventriloquist’s dummy Charlie McCarthy, and a routine by the Marx Brothers. In the first Jack Benny plays himself, rendering problematic the relation of actor to role. The second raises the question of who is delivering the script and finally the Marx Brothers enact a facetious mock-electrocution of Harpo, which suggests that even before the event the subject of the Rosenbergs has become incorporated into the media as a form of entertainment. Coover’s Master of Ceremonies is Uncle Sam, reducing patriotism to loud-mouthed rabble-rousing. Against him is pitted the Shadow, loosely based on the serial vigilante hero of the pulps, now presented as a demonic presence lurking behind the scenes. All these figures and the many titles which Coover incorporates into the text foreground the mediated nature not only of the specific “show” but of the culture in General. As Tom LeClair has argued, “The Public Burning documents a monstrosity, the excessive theatre state. Here homes and public places alike are venues of performance.”​[37]​
	The theatrical analogy implies a multiple scripting of actions which in turn raises questions about agency. As the mediations proliferate, it seems that every actor is following courses prescribed by others. Nixon becomes a comical case because he loses control of the role of investigator. An encounter with Ethel Rosenberg turns into a sexual farce when a kiss turns into a sexual attempt that fails when his trousers stick around his ankles. Cut to the following scene: “A man is backing bareass out onto the stage from the prisoners’ entrance, his pants a tangled puddle at his feet, a crumpled homburg town around his ears, ‘I AM A SCAMP’ lipsticked on his butt. The man turns, hopping on one foot, blinks in amazement – why, it’s - !”​[38]​ And there the scene cuts off as Coover uses the chapter break to delay the obvious recognition of Nixon in a publically embarrassing posture. Despite his comfort, he tries to regain control of the situation by exploiting its political potential when he tells the crowd: “we have all been caught with our trousers down,” Personal absurdity shifts into collective action when many in the crowd share Nixon’s posture, shouting: “PANTS DOWN FOR DICK.”​[39]​ The scene becomes a miniature burlesque of political demagoguery, then shifts back to personal humiliation when Uncle Sam opens his clothes with the clear intention of sodomizing Nixon – and then a blackout occurs. In The Culture of Narcissism Christopher Lasch discusses the degeneration of politics into spectacle and presents Nixon as acting on the conviction that “presidential power had come to rest on the ability to manipulate information.”​[40]​ It is a pointed irony in The Public Burning, with its seventies media consciousness overlaid on the narrative present of 1953, that Nixon the manipulator should fall victim to the spectacle, being caught unawares on stage in a posture of maximum humiliation.
Kurt Vonnegut moves his own narrative further away from satire, engaging only obliquely with the Nixon administration. When the Watergate crisis was breaking, he declared that “people are suffocated by the scandal […] Nobody is entertained or enlightened by Watergate. It’s torture, not show business.”​[41]​ His supposed Watergate novel, Jailbird (1979), actually makes very little mention of the crisis although being narrated by the “oldest and least celebrated” of the conspirators, who is just completing his prison term.​[42]​ Instead, Watergate is mentioned intermittently as reference point which situates that crisis at the end of a long history of struggles in the USA between capital and labour. The novel is unusual in Vonnegut’s oeuvre for the number of historical instances it references, ranging from factory killings in the 1890s to the case of Sacco and Vanzetti (Sacco’s last letter before his execution in 1927 supplies an epigraph). Historical works are cited within the text and the novel concludes with an index of names, fictional as well as historical. The primary narrator is one Walter F. Starbuck, whose thoughts during his first day of liberty range over his personal past and the past of his country. His recurring situation is one of imprisonment and, like so many of Vonnegut’s protagonists, Starbuck is an innocent whose experiences are usually forced upon him by others. Symptomatically, his office is in a sub-basement within the Nixon administration, where he carries out what seems to be his only criminal act, namely minding a chest-full of illegal campaign cash. The only conspirators described in the novel are “Nixon’s hatchet man” and a former secretary of state, a “famous tough guy.”​[43]​ If they sound like gangsters, the effect is strategic because by implication they represent the defence of the status quo and vested commercial interests.




Just as novelists turned to other genres, so writers of reportage on political conventions and on Vietnam unpicked the conventions of that form in order to find new expressive possibilities during the 1970s. Jason Mosser has argued persuasively that this form of journalism was participatory in the sense that the distance between events and the reporter was foreshortened and the latter took part in events through a constructed persona.​[51]​ Thus Norman Mailer, an acknowledged influence on Michael Herr on whom more in a moment, frankly abandoned the aim of objective reporting on the 1972 Republican Convention, which was taking place against the breaking crisis of Watergate. Adopting his persona of Aquarius and using the third person throughout as if to distance us from his account, in St. George and the Godfather he pursues his view of politics as theatre into the closest physical details of the candidates. Behind all the rallies and speeches stand the Media, capitalized by Mailer to show their primacy. In his words, by the mid-1960s “the Media had already become a mirror which reflected every curse back on its sender, a Holy Ghost to intervene with every political conception.”​[52]​ The religious analogy sounds incongruous but reflects Mailer’s conviction that US politics is a field of forces which constantly play against each other as candidates jockey for power. Thus, while he sizes up the candidates’ performances within the structure of the convention, his scrutiny of their appearance is so intense because he is constantly speculating about what might lie behind the visual. Two instances show the surreal results which can follow from this scrutiny, the first when Hubert Humphrey is faced with an awkward question. His features fracture into different segments: “Humphrey’s answer was unctuous, cynical, sincere and wicked all at once, as if the separate aspects of his face were no longer flesh so much as jointed shells.”​[53]​ It is as if Humphrey has made himself into a robot which is malfunctioning. The second example is Richard Nixon, where mind and body become dissociated: “he walks like a puppet more curious than most human beings, for all the strings are pulled by a hand within his own head.”  Despite his political  experience, Nixon emerges as an oddly tentative figure: “he is still trying out a half dozen separate gestures with each step, a turn of his neck to say one thing, a folding of his wrist to show another, a sprightly step with one leg, a hint of a drag with the other.”​[54]​ Robert Coover drew a similar mechanistic analogy when trying to explain Nixon’s smile: “His public smile was like a mechanical problem he could not quite master, as though he were pulling a dummy's ‘SMILE’ string and the mechanism was broken, making the result seem artificial, half-cracked, and menacing.”​[55]​ For Mailer, Humphrey is merely incompetent, whereas Nixon is presented as censoring every move he makes, constantly drawing back in self-defence. Mailer’s description heads towards caricature, but also suggests a bizarre contradiction between Nixon’s success as president and an implicit lack of self-confidence.
	Reporting on the same campaign for Rolling Stone magazine, Hunter S. Thompson radically revised the conventions of such a publication. Rejecting the very notion of objective journalism as a “pompous contradiction in terms,” he draws an analogy from a different medium by declaring: “what I would like to preserve here is a kind of high-speed cinematic reel-record of what the campaign was like at the time, not what the whole thing boiled down to or how it fits into history.”​[56]​ Instead of summary, the reader is given a detailed specific account of the meetings, conversations with campaigners, chance meetings and endless travelling. Thompson himself is always embedded in the action, often chasing elusive stories. The primal events which caused his disenchantment with US politics were the brutal treatment of demonstrators at the 1968 Democratic convention in Chicago and the election of L.B. Johnson. Faced with the depressing re-election of Nixon in 1972, the campaign becomes an exhausting “endless nightmare” of press opportunities, visits and addresses. Thompson shifts his focus to give priority to the process of the campaign rather than its result and as a result captures its frenetic pace. William Stephenson has noted the analogies Thompson draws between this process and drugs as well as gambling. Campaigning is both addictive and an exercise in risk management. In his earlier volume, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas (1972), Thompson draws an extended analogy between drug-taking and travel in fast cars, “tripping” in both senses. In Campaign Trail the analogies are more muted but also more ironic. For instance, the factual exposition of the drug ibogaine leads into the charge that Ed Muskie is a user with his mind so altered that he looks at a crowd and sees “gila monsters instead of people,” but the charge extends out beyond the individual to the whole system whose practise is reduced to “fetishism and drug ritual.”​[57]​
	Thompson’s satirical method draws on William Burroughs to reduce his subjects to physical grotesques. Thus Hubert Humphrey “talks like an eighty-year-old woman who just discovered speed,” or more generally that a “man on the scent of the White House is rarely rational. He is more like a beast in heat.” Thompson fleshes out the analogy by suggesting the transformation of politicians into mindless animals: “the dumb bastards lose all control of themselves when the rut comes on.”​[58]​ Thompson negates the supposedly rational dimension to political campaigning and replaces it with a blind appetite for self-gratification. He returns physicality to the metaphor of the body politic, primarily to its corruption. In doing so, Thompson exploited his partnership with the cartoonist Ralph Steadman, whose illustrations to Campaign Trail grotesquely reduce the human figures to toys, circus performers and disembodies organs. The cover illustration shows Nixon excreting towards one set of microphones while his mouth approaches another set, as if to ask “which is his real utterance?” Thompson himself combines visual and verbal grotesque to describe Nixon:
Watch The President emerge from the belly of the plane, holding hands with the aging Barbie doll  he calls his wife, and ooze down the rolling VIP stairway while the 105th Division Rolling Thunder Women & Children Classic Napalm U.S. Army Parade Band whips the crowd higher and higher with a big-beat rendition of “God Save the Freaks.”​[59]​
Nixon lurks in the background throughout Campaign Trail as a sinister figure buffered from the public by an elaborate system of defences, but referred to by Thompson as the personification of a system travestying democracy.
	Consistent with his aim of capturing immediacy, Thompson intermittently disrupts his account to revise his account, as if at the moment of utterance. At one point, he declares: “this was not the story I meant to write;” at another, he claims reportage fatigue and includes himself within the physical cost of the campaign: “my brain has become a steam-vat; my body is turning to wax and bad flab; impotence looms; my fingernails are growing at a fantastic rate of speed – they are turning into claws.”​[60]​ By including himself within the physical casualties, Thompson keeps his satire directed against the system, which is shown to promote disorder. Not even his text is exempt from this entropic process. Late in Campaign Trail he begins to insert editorial notes on his own incoherence, includes a brief facsimile of a typescript with corrections as if a draft, and changes his main register away from discursive description to a transcript, as if from a tape recording which breaks down at one point. These strategies ensure that Thompson’s account avoids any kind of resolving finality. Its fragmentation reflects the impossibility of constructing a meaningful narrative of events. As a prime example of the New Journalism, it impressed Kurt Vonnegut as offering the “literary equivalent of Cubism: All the rules are broken; we are shown pictures such as no mature, well-trained artist ever painted before, and in the crazy new pictures we somehow see luminous new aspects of beloved old truths.”​[61]​ Campaign Trail predated the Watergate crisis. When the latter broke, Thompson found it difficult to keep up with the accelerating pace of revelations. He did, however, reflect that “the trail of Richard Nixon, if it happens, will amount to a de facto trial of the American Dream.”​[62]​
	Thompson’s search for the authentic was followed by Michael Herr, whose Dispatches (1977) has become an acknowledged classic of New Journalism in its dramatic revision of the conventions of military reportage, not least in its minimal attention to officers’ briefings. An interview with General Westmoreland is only a short parenthesis from Herr’s main focus on the “grunts,” and an early scene encapsulates the general downplay of rank throughout the book. A group of soldiers wearing ponchos are being screamed at by a “fat middle-aged man”, also in a poncho, while they urinate on the ground. As the older man’s poncho is pushed back, Herr glimpses his captain’s bars, but the detail of the poncho reduces the scene to one of shared humanity where rank has become ineffectual. At another point, a group of gung-ho officers in Saigon remind Herr of figures out of a Looney Tunes cartoon. The officers even speak in a different register, using expressions like “excellent” or “first rate”, reflecting the “really mindless optimism, the kind that rejected facts and killed grunts wholesale and drove you into mad, helpless rages.”​[63]​ In interview with Herr, Salman Rushdie has declared that “Vietnam was language,” drawing a sharp distinction between the official jargon designed to conceal facts and the “living argot” of the soldiers.​[64]​ Rushdie’s assertion about language helps to identify one of Herr’s most recurrent effects, namely discontinuity. In Dispatches nothing connects meaningfully with anything else. The text progresses episodically as we move from scene to scene and there are constant disconnects: between levels of utterance, between the bases and battle fronts, between Herr’s different locations, and between the different battle episodes. This lack of connection is loaded with political implications: that the conduct of the war is incompetent and that the official reports of “progress” bear no relation with the actuality on the ground.
	One of Herr’s major diversions from conventional reportage is his refusal to claim objectivity. His early epigram “I went to cover the war and the war covered me” warns the reader not to expect a stance of detachment.​[65]​ Instead, Herr embeds himself within the scenes he is recording. Under fire at one point, he dives to the ground with the other soldiers, dazed and bleeding, but actually wounded in the face by the boot of the soldier in front of him. Herr closes the episode with the words “I never told that story to anyone.”​[66]​ The most striking detail of the episode is the profuse apologies of the soldier with the boot. Indeed, speech is crucial throughout Dispatches as a medium for the soldiers’ experience of war and Matthew C. Stewart has argued that this facet has implications for the book’s genre: “Herr’s break with conventional journalism includes the adoption of techniques traditionally associated with the novel, such as an emphasis on elaborating and typifying even minor characters through their dialogue.”​[67]​ For him Herr builds up a field of dialogue where individual speakers are not always identified, but where they enact responses to the war. Sometimes Herr merges these voices into a composite which draws the reader into a shared desire to strike a deal over their mortality: “Just you and me, God. Right? – offer anything, if only they could be spared that: Take my legs Take my legs, take my hands, take my eyes, take my fucking life, You Bastard, but please, please, please, don’t take those.”​[68]​
	Herr’s assembly of different voices could be described as novelistic. However, Maggie Gordon makes out a compelling case that the dominant generic influence on Dispatches comes from the cinema. She documents his use of establishing shots, flashbacks, and other strategies which reflect the dominance of film in news coverage of the war. However, her argument that Herr was trying to compose a virtual screenplay leads her to assert that his “belief in the glamour of war influences his presentation of Vietnam as pure spectacle.”​[69]​ She then unconsciously limits the force of this assertion to one scene when Herr is flying over the jungle in a helicopter, which he himself admits is far from typical. A test case of Gordon’s assertion can be found in Herr’s inclusion of Errol Flynn’s son in the group of reporters. As usual, Herr is carefully monitoring his own reactions to pre-empt cliché, and this he does by blurring the son into the father as part of a pool of film images: “We all had our movie-fed war fantasies, the marines too, and it could be totally disorienting to have this outrageously glamorous figure intrude on them, really unhinging, like looking up to see that you’ve been sharing a slit trench with John Wayne or William Bendix.”​[70]​ Yet again Herr admits his share of the cultural baggage he brings to Vietnam, but he deflects this into incongruity, a mismatch between image and context. Right from the beginning of Dispatches he presents a sequence of images of squalor, absurdity and horror, as when he turns away from the sight of an amputated Vietnamese girl’s limb. It is difficult to locate glamour here. Indeed, Herr later admits that behind every Vietnam story there lies a “dripping, laughing death-face” which he can hardly convey.​[71]​ The real strength in Gordon’s argument lies in her comments on montage sequences, where the method compels the reader to participate in Herr’s struggling attempts to make sense of his experiences.
	Dispatches traces out an existential drama to convey which Herr draws on the resources of novel, film, journalism of course, and even dream sequences to convey hallucinatory shifts in settings. Indeed, the most basic coordinates in his account – time and place – become the least stable. It is virtually impossible for the reader to develop a sense of sequence. Instead, Herr gives us locally vivid episodes, whose relation to a larger context remains problematic. His comments on the total unreliability of maps of the terrain give us one sign of his difficulty in mapping out events through meaningful depiction. And every episode is filtered through Herr’s sceptical self-awareness as if he is questioning the status of what he is experiencing. Shortly after his arrival Herr is flying in a helicopter under attack when he notices that a “boy” has been caught in the webbing: “a dark spot the size of a baby’s hand showed in the centre of his fatigue jacket. And it grew – I knew what it was, but not really – it got up to his armpits and then started down his sleeves and up over his shoulders at the same time.” The prose continues with the inexorable spread of blood – never named, merely “it” – over his body, the trailing phrases miming out Herr’s reluctance to admit what he’s seeing. Then he tries a defensive denial: “Oh, but this isn’t anything at all, it’s not real, it’s just some thing they’re going through that isn’t real.”​[72]​ The cinematic clarity of the description leaves the reader in no doubt over what I happening and Herr’s reluctance to admit this testifies to his care over preventing death from sinking into cliché. His experimental method is self-scrutinizing, hence his subsequent description of Dispatches as a “book about the writing of a book.”​[73]​
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